Announcements for September 17, 2014

- Come to the lab sessions!!
- If you haven’t already done so, read section 4.3 of the text which provides a number of examples of algorithm analysis.
- Another Debugging Session from Dan Barella:
  Are you tired of putting tons of print statements in your programs to find where the bugs are? Want to be able to see exactly what your Java program is doing without any extra work? Then come learn how to fly the Eclipse Debugger!

  **When:** Saturday, September 20th from 15:00 - 16:00 (3pm - 4pm)
  **Where:** The Downstairs CS Lab in King

  At this workshop I'll walk you through the controls for the debugger and talk about how to use it effectively in your workflow. I've also written some hands-on exercises that you'll be able to debug yourself. No experience with debugging is assumed and all are welcome!
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